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ELECTRIC MOTORS 
 
We typically use as standard (4) four electric motors, ½ through 3.2 HP. They have some unique characteristics. 
 
These motors are specially wound for hydraulic gear pump applications. Gear pumps require very high starting 
torque, especially when the lift is partially raised with a full load on the platform. Consequently these hi-torque 
motors can develop, when starting, three times the horsepower of their nameplate rating.  
 
These motors are intermittent duty rated because in most lift applications the lift only runs for short periods of 
time.  The “rest” between lift cycles allows for the motor to cool. Overheating is the biggest single reason for motor 
failure.  In applications where the lift must run for longer periods of time, special order continuous duty motors are 
specified. 
 
Our intermittent duty motors are designed to tolerate a considerable number of motor starts, but there are limits. 
The following chart should help to serve as a guideline. 
 
HP Phase       SW   Maximum Motor             Maximum  Motor  Maximum Total 
      Part No.           Starts Per Minute        Starts Per Hour                Running Time    
                        
½ Single   2221405  4    ….and….      240       .…and.…    10  minutes 
 
 
1 Single   2221612  4    .…and.…      240       .…and....    15  minutes 
 
 
1 Three    2221613  5    .…and….      300       ….and....    15  minutes         
 
 
3.2 Three    2221616  5    .…and….      300       .…and....    15  minutes 
 
For example, a one (1) horsepower, three phase motor can handle up to (5) five motor starts in any one minute 
period and it can handle up to 300 motor starts in any one hour period and it can only be run for a total of 15 
minutes in a one hour period.  These maximum motor starts and total run time limitations allow sufficient time for 
the motor to cool. If an application exceeds these limits, a remote, continuous duty motor and/or a continuously 
running power unit must be specified. 
 
As mentioned previously, continuous duty motors are specified for applications in which longer periods of running 
time per hour are required.  These motors develop a certain amount of heat and dissipate away any additional 
heat that would harm the motor.  For instance, the longer a TEFC motor runs, the more the fan can help cool it.  
However, continuous duty motors cannot sustain repeated motor starts and, in fact, they are rated similar to 
intermittent duty motors regarding maximum motor starts.  If the application requires an excessive number of 
motor starts, then a continuous running power unit must be used. 
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Use the following guidelines for selecting either an intermittent duty TENV motor or a continuous duty TEFC 
motor.  Both motor starts and total run time per hour need to be calculated in order to select the correct motor for 
each application.  Please contact Sales Engineering if additional information is needed. 
 

A. If an application requires an excessive number of motor starts (i.e. Jogging) then the duration of each 
jog needs to be determined so that the total run time per hour of the motor can be calculated.  If it is 
less than or equal to 15 minutes total run time per hour (only 10 minutes for 1/2 hp) and no more than 
240 starts per hour for a single-phase motor or 300 starts per hour for a three-phase motors, then a 
standard intermittent duty TENV motor should be used. 

 
B. If the number of motor starts does not exceed 240 per hour for a single-phase motor or 300 per hour 

for a three-phase motor, but the total run time exceeds 15 minutes (only 10 minutes for 1/2 hp), then 
a continuous duty TEFC motor should be used. 
 

C. If the number of motor starts exceeds 240 per hour for a single-phase motor or 300 per hour for a 
three-phase motor, then a continuous running hydraulic power unit should be used.  Note: a 
continuous running hydraulic power unit only uses a continuous duty TEFC motor. 

 
 


